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Abstract
In this paper, we propose GlyphGAN: style-consistent font generation based
on generative adversarial networks (GANs). GANs are a framework for learn-
ing a generative model using a system of two neural networks competing with
each other. One network generates synthetic images from random input vec-
tors, and the other discriminates between synthetic and real images. The
motivation of this study is to create new fonts using the GAN framework
while maintaining style consistency over all characters. In GlyphGAN, the
input vector for the generator network consists of two vectors: character
class vector and style vector. The former is a one-hot vector and is asso-
ciated with the character class of each sample image during training. The
latter is a uniform random vector without supervised information. In this
way, GlyphGAN can generate an infinite variety of fonts with the character
and style independently controlled. Experimental results showed that fonts
generated by GlyphGAN have style consistency and diversity different from
the training images without losing their legibility.
Keywords: Font generation, generative adversarial networks, style
consistency, deep convolutional neural network
1. Introduction
There is a variety of fonts in the world. As shown in Fig. 1, fonts are
characterized by various components such as the thickness of lines, decora-
tion, and serifs. There are also handwritten-like fonts, fonts made of outlines,
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Figure 1: Examples of various fonts. Texts denote the name of the font.
fonts with lowercase letters capitalized, and so on. Among these fonts, the
best ones will be chosen according to the medium such as books, newspa-
pers, signboards, and web pages. Even for the same medium, different fonts
can be used depending on the title, text, and speakers. In response to these
demands, a large number of fonts have been created.
This study aims at the automatic design of fonts; a computer automati-
cally generates various fonts instead of a human designing fonts individually.
There are two reasons why we aim at automatic design even though a large
number of fonts already exists.
The first aim is to reduce the labor for creating a new font. Even today,
new fonts are still being created. When a font is created, a large number of
characters with the same style should be designed. In the case of alphabetic
fonts, not only 52 upper/lowercase letters but symbols also are designed.
For Japanese fonts, the labor increases because the Japanese language has a
large number of letters including hiragana, katakana, and kanji. Therefore,
automatic font design can potentially reduce this labor by a large extent.
The second aim is to understand designers’ tacit knowledge via a con-
structive approach. Basically, fonts are created by designers individually.
This know-how is fundamentally cultivated by the designer’s experience and
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is not easily systematized. Reproduction of the process where a designer
becomes able to create new fonts will lead to new knowledge of character
design.
To realize the above aims, the following approaches can be considered.
1. Designing all characters from a few samples: After manually designing
a few examples as templates, the system automatically designs the
remaining characters using these templates. This approach is effective,
particularly for character sets with many of the same parts such as
Chinese characters.
2. Transformation and interpolation: A new font is made of existing fonts
via operations such as changing the thickness of lines, adding decora-
tions, and calculating an interpolation of two fonts. This approach has
difficulty in designing a completely novel font because the generated
font depends on the original font.
3. Generating fonts automatically using machine learning: Utilizing a
large number of fonts, a computer is trained to learn the design prin-
ciple. If the computer can learn the designer’s know-how, which is
difficult to describe explicitly, then automatic font design with a high
degree of freedom is realized.
Studies related to the above approaches are described in the next section.
This study focuses on approach #3, i.e. machine learning-based font gen-
eration. This approach includes mainly two methods: transformation-based
and generative model-based methods. In the former, a font is generated by
adding style information to the existing font [1, 2, 3, 4]. The latter estimates
the manifold that the existing fonts compose in the image space, and then
generates new font images by sampling data from the estimated manifold
[5, 6]. The latter has the potential to generate more diverse fonts although
there are challenges in the manifold estimation and generation stability.
Related to the generative model-based method, generative adversarial
networks (GANs) [7] have attracted much attention in terms of image gener-
ation. GANs are a framework for learning a generative model using a system
of two neural networks competing with each other. One network generates
synthetic images from a random input, and the other discriminates between
synthetic and real images, thereby allowing the generation of highly realistic
images. However, it is basically difficult to control the characteristics of the
generated images using GANs because GANs generate images from random
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input. Considering the application to font generation, the generated font
should have the same style for all characters.
In this paper, we propose a font generation method based on GANs,
which is named GlyphGAN. In GlyphGAN, the input vector for the genera-
tor network consists of two vectors: character class vector and style vector.
The former is a one-hot vector and is associated with the character class of
each sample during training. The latter is a uniform random vector with-
out supervised information. In this way, GlyphGAN can generate an infinite
variety of fonts with the character and style independently controlled.
The main features of the proposed GlyphGAN are as follows:
• Style consistency: GlyphGAN can generate a font that has the same
style over all characters.
• Legibility: The generated fonts are legible compared with the other
methods.
• Diversity: The generated fonts have diversity different from the train-
ing images.
2. Related Work
2.1. Example-based Font Generation
Various attempts have been made in previous studies on automatic font
design. One of the classical methods is example-based font generation [8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13]. For example, “A” is generated from human-designed “B,”
“C,” . . ., “Z.” Devroye and McDougall [8] proposed a method for creating
a random printed handwriting font by perturbating a small sample set from
a person’s handwriting. Tenenbaum and Freeman [9] used several font sets
containing all alphabets to separate them into standard shapes of individual
alphabets and font styles. Then, the style of example patterns was extracted
by using the standard shape and applied to the other alphabets. Suveeranont
and Igarashi [10] proposed a model for generating a new font from a user-
defined example. Miyazaki et al. [12] proposed an automatic typographic
font generation method based on the extraction of strokes from a subset of
characters. Yang et al. [13] proposed a patch-based method to transfer heavy
decoration from an example image to others.
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2.2. Transformation and Interpolation
Some studies attempted font generation based on the transformation and
interpolation of existing fonts. In [14], a transformation-based method was
proposed in which new fonts are created by adjusting parameters such as the
thickness, roundness, and slope of the font to reflect the sensibility input by
a user. Wang et al. [15] employed stroke-level transformation for generating
Chinese letters. A new font can also be generated by interpolating multiple
fonts [16, 17]. Campbell and Kautz [16] obtained a manifold of fonts by
learning nonlinear mapping that can be used to smoothly interpolate between
existing fonts. Uchida et al. [17] analyzed the distribution of fonts using a
large-scale relative neighborhood graph, and then generated new fonts by
using a contour-based interpolation between neighboring fonts.
2.3. Machine Learning
Nowadays, various machine learning techniques are used for generating
fonts. A recent trend is GAN-based methods, which will be reviewed subse-
quently. Neural font style transfer [1] is an example of font generation using
deep learning. This method transfers the style of one image to another input
image using the features extracted from the intermediate layers of a convo-
lutional neural network (CNN), inspired by the idea of neural style transfer
[18]. In the neural font style transfer, various types of images are used as a
style image such as textures and fonts of different languages from the input,
thus expanding the possibility of font design by deep learning.
Other machine learning techniques have also been used for font or char-
acter pattern generation. Lake et al. [11] proposed an interesting way to
generate handwritten patterns by Bayesian program learning. This approach
infers a rule to draw an example pattern and then applies the rule to generate
new patterns. Baluja [19] used a CNN-like neural network that is originally
trained for font type discrimination. The neural network outputs a single
letter or all alphabet letters from a limited number of examples.
2.4. Font Generation by GANs
Recently, there are several attempts that utilize GANs for font genera-
tion. The zi2zi [3] is a method that converts a certain font pattern into a
target font pattern based on a combination of the pix2pix [20], AC-GAN
[21], and domain transfer network [22]. Although the generated fonts have
sharp outlines and include a variety of styles, the target font is restricted to
those having a large number of character types such as Japanese, Chinese,
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and Korean; thus it is difficult to apply this method to alphabets that consist
of few letters.
Many other methods have also been proposed. Chang and Gu [2] pro-
posed an example-based font generation by GANs that uses a U-net as its
generator for character patterns with the target style. They claimed that
their method is easier in balancing the loss functions than zi2zi. Lyu et al.
[4] used a GAN along with a supervised network, which is an autoencoder
that captures the style of a target calligrapher. Azadi et al. [23] proposed
an example-based font generation method by using a conditional GAN that
is extended to deal with fewer examples. Lin et al. [24] proposed a stroke-
based font generation method where two trained styles can be interpolated
by controlling a weight. Guo et al. [25] used a skeleton vector of the tar-
get character and a font style vector (called a shape vector) as inputs for
their GAN-based font generation network. Inspired by [16], they also built
a font manifold of those vectors and use it for generating various new font
styles. Bhunia et al. [26] used long short-term memory (LSTM) units in
their generator to have a variable-length word image in a specific font.
The main difference between the above GAN-based font generation meth-
ods and the proposed GlyphGAN lies in the way of providing input. The
above methods are based on image-to-image transformation, where a new
font is generated by adding style information to character class information
extracted from a reference character image given as an input. This approach
allows for a large number of character classes, whereas the generated font
potentially depends on the shape of the input image; hence the generation
of a completely novel font is difficult. Different from such an approach,
GlyphGAN employs only abstracted inputs as vectors, thereby allowing the
generation of fonts not seen in the training image. Although it is difficult
to maintain legibility and style consistency in this approach, we manage to
improve these important natures by embedding both the character ID and
style information into the latent vector and introducing the loss function of
the Wasserstein-GAN gradient penalty.
3. Preliminary Knowledge of Generative Adversarial Networks
3.1. Overview
GANs are a framework for estimating a generative model composed of
two neural networks called the generator G and the discriminator D. The
generator takes a vector of random numbers z as an input, and produces
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data with the same dimensions as the training data. On the other hand,
the discriminator discriminates between samples from real data and data
generated by the generator. The original version proposed by Goodfellow et
al. [7] is called the vanilla GAN.
In the training, G and D play the minimax game with the value function
V defined as follows:
min
G
max
D
V (D,G)=Ex∼pdata(x) [logD(x)]+Ez∼pz(z) [log(1−D(G(z)))], (1)
where pdata(x) and pz(z) are the distributions of the training data and z,
respectively. The discriminator output D(x) denotes the probability that x
came from the real data distribution, and G(z) represents a mapping from z
to data space. This can be reformulated as the minimization of the Jensen–
Shannon divergence between the real data and generated data distributions.
Following the proposal of the vanilla GAN, various derivations have been
proposed. Major examples related to this study are described below.
3.2. Deep convolutional GAN
The deep convolutional GAN (DCGAN) [27] is a class of architectures of
GANs based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) mostly used for image
generation tasks. In DCGAN, G generates an image by repeating fractionally
strided convolutions with a random number input z. The discriminator D
uses a CNN to infer whether the given image came from training data or
data generated by G.
3.3. Wasserstein GAN
The Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [28] is a variation of GANs that uses
a metric different from the vanilla GAN. WGAN defines the distance be-
tween distributions of training patterns and generated patterns based on the
Wasserstein distance, and then minimizes it via training. This approach has
the merit of stable learning with less mode collapse. In WGAN training, the
minimax game is represented as follows:
min
G
max
D∈D
V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x) [D(x)]− Ez∼pz(z) [D(G(z))] , (2)
where D is a set of Lipschitz continuous functions. To satisfy the constraint
that D needs to be a Lipschitz function, D is parameterized with weights
lying in a compact space. Practically, the weights are clamped to a fixed box
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after each gradient update. For convenience, we call this method WGAN-
Clipping in the rest of this paper.
The WGAN-gradient penalty (WGAN-GP) [29] is an improved version
of the WGAN. The weight clipping performed in WGAN is an approximated
approach as mentioned in the original paper. This approach often causes
problems such as difficulty in adapting to a complicated distribution and
inefficient learning with biased parameters. In WGAN-GP, to solve these
problems, a gradient penalty is employed in the value function. The training
of WGAN-GP is expressed as follows:
min
G
max
D
V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x) [D(x)]− Ez∼pz(z) [D(G(z))]
− λExˆ∼pxˆ(xˆ)
[
(‖∇xˆD(xˆ)‖2 − 1)2
]
, (3)
where xˆ = x + (1 − )G(z) and  ∼ U(0, 1). The WGAN-GP employs a
new penalty term to make D a Lipschitz function, thereby allowing more
accurate and efficient learning compared with the original WGAN.
3.4. GANs with controlled output
In ordinary GANs, it is difficult to predict what type of pattern will be
generated from a certain input z via the generator network. Many studies
have therefore investigated the control of GANs’ output. Mirza and Osindero
[30] proposed the conditional GAN that can control the class of the gener-
ated image by adding class information encoded as a one-hot vector to the
generator’s input and a channel representing the class to the discriminator’s
input. Chen et al. [31] proposed InfoGAN, where the generator’s input is
divided into information c and noise z, and the discriminator is trained to
discriminate not only between real and fake but also whether the generated
data contain information of c. Odena et al. [21] proposed AC-GAN with
a strong constraint such that the class discrimination is also conducted in
the discriminator by adding class information to both the generator’s and
discriminator’s inputs. Choi et al. [32] used a domain label concatenated
with the input image for multidomain image-to-image translation. Wang et
al. [33] proposed a GAN framework for synthesizing high-resolution images
from semantic label maps. Shen et al. [34] added the third network to the
GAN framework to generate identity-preserving images. Liang et al. [35]
proposed contrast-GAN that modifies the semantic meaning of an object by
utilizing the object categories of both original and target domains. Bodla et
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al. [36] achieved a semi-supervised approach by fusing an ordinary GAN and
conditional GAN.
There are also several GANs that share the parameters in the GAN model
to have the same characteristics among multiple classes. In [37], Liu and
Tuzel proposed Coupled GAN where two GAN models learn different pat-
terns while sharing some of the parameters, thereby generating a pair of
patterns with similar tendencies. In addition, Mao et al. [38] proposed
AlignGAN, which can control the domain and class of the generated data
with a consistent pattern.
4. GlyphGAN: Style-Consistent Font Generation
Figure 2 shows an overview of GlyphGAN. The major differences from
the ordinary GANs are as follows.
• The input vector z of the generator G consists of a style vector zs and
a character class vector zc.
• During training, the character class vector zc is associated with the
character class of the training pattern.
4.1. Input vector
Let z be the input of the generator G. In GlyphGAN, z consists of a
style vector zs and a character class vector zc. By independently preparing
input vectors for the style and character class, various character images can
be generated with the style fixed, and vice versa.
Let the style vector zs be a 100-dimensional random number sampled
from a uniform distribution. This is the same setting as the ordinary GANs.
Let the character class vector zc be a one-hot vector corresponding to
the character class. Taking the alphabet for example as shown in Fig. 2, the
character IDs such as 1, 2, 3, . . . associated with the character classes “A,”
“B,” “C,” . . . are encoded to the one-hot format. The number of dimensions
of zc is the total number of characters used for learning. For example, it is
26 for upper-case Latin alphabets.
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Figure 2: Overview of GlyphGAN. The generator G, which generates synthetic fonts sim-
ilar to manually-designed ones, and the discriminator D, which discriminates between
generated and real fonts, are adversarially trained. In GlyphGAN, the input vector z for
G consists of the style vector zs and character class vector zc. The style vector zs is a
uniform random vector, and the character class vector zc is a one-hot vector associated
with the character class of training patterns. The discriminator D calculates the dis-
tance between distributions of generated data and training data based on the Wasserstein
distance. Through learning, the parameters of G are optimized to minimize this distance.
4.2. Network architecture
GlyphGAN basically employs DCGAN’s network architecture [27]. The
generator G takes a random vector as an input and then outputs an image
with the same size as the training images. Each layer of G is a fractionally
strided convolution. ReLU activation is used except for the output layer
that uses Sigmoid. The discriminator D takes an image and outputs a scalar
value. Each layer is a strided convolution, instead of using a pooling layer
with an ordinary convolution layer. LeakyReLU was applied to each layer of
D. Different from the original DCGAN, GlyphGAN does not employ batch
normalization, following the recommendation in [29].
4.3. Training algorithm
Algorithm 1 shows the training algorithm of GlyphGAN. The training
algorithm of GlyphGAN basically follows that of WGAN-GP. Different from
WGAN-GP’s algorithm, a one-hot vector zc representing the character class
is embedded into the latent vector, and is associated with the character
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Algorithm 1: Training algorithm of GlyphGAN
Require: Coefficient λ, number of discriminator iterations per
generator iteration Ndisc, batch size M , Adam
hyperparameters α, β1, β2
Initialize discriminator’s parameters w and generator’s parameters θ
for number of training epochs do
for c = 1, . . . , 26 do
Set one-hot vector zc corresponding to character class c;
for t = 1, . . . , Ndisc do
for i = 1, . . . ,M do
Sample real data x ∼ pdata(x|c), style vector
zs ∼ pz(zs), a random number  ∼ U(0, 1);
z ← (zsT, zcT)T;
xˆ← x + (1− )Gθ(z);
L(i) ← Dw(Gθ(z)) - Dw(x) + λ(‖∇xˆDw(xˆ)‖2 − 1)2;
end
w ← Adam(∇w 1m
∑m
i=1 L
(i), w, α, β1, β2)
end
Sample a batch of style vectors {zsi}Mi=1 ∼ pz(zs);
zi ← (zsiT, zcT)T;
θ ← Adam(∇θ 1m
∑m
i=1−Dw(Gθ(zi)), θ, α, β1, β2)
end
end
ID of the training data. Given a set of font images x with a character
class c = 1, . . . , 26 for each image, the networks are trained. First, with a
fixed zc, only the corresponding characters are used. For example, Fig. 2
illustrates the stage of learning “A.” The style vector zs is sampled from a
uniform distribution and then concatenated with zc to make the generator’s
input z. The networks G and D are trained using z and the images of the
corresponding character class. In this stage, we use only a batch of images
randomly selected from all of the training images.
After learning with respect to one character class, we move on to the
learning of the next character class. In the example of Fig. 2, “B” becomes
the next target. After that, we proceed to the learning of “C,” “D,” “E,”
..., “Z,” continuously, and then return to “A.” By learning repeatedly for
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each character class in this way, we prevent the network from overfitting to
a specific character class. A series of learning for all of the character classes
is counted as an epoch.
In the training of GlyphGAN, the WGAN-GP-based value function [29]
is used. Since the data sampling procedure and the input vector are different
from the original WGAN-GP, the minimax game is reformulated as follows:
min
G
max
D
V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x|c) [D(x)]− Ezs∼pz(zs) [D(G(z))]
− λExˆ∼pxˆ(xˆ)
[
(‖∇xˆD(xˆ)‖2 − 1)2
]
, (4)
where z = (zsT, zcT)T, c is the character class corresponding to zc, xˆ =
x + (1− )G(z), and  ∼ U(0, 1).
5. Font Generation Experiment
To evaluate the capability of the proposed method, we conducted a font
generation experiment. We evaluated the generated fonts from the following
viewpoints:
• Legibility: We verify that the generated font has legibility via a char-
acter recognition experiment using a pretrained CNN.
• Diversity: We validate whether the generated font set has diversity
different from the training data.
• Style consistency: We qualitatively verify that the generated font has
style consistency via visual observation, and then quantitatively eval-
uate the effect of a training data shortage on style consistency.
5.1. Dataset
Figure 3 shows 30 examples randomly selected from the dataset. For the
dataset, we prepared 26 uppercase alphabet letters from 6,561 different fonts.
Each image was a grayscale image with a size of 64× 64. Although the sizes
of the prepared fonts differed slightly from each other even if we set the same
number of points, we used them without normalization, regarding it as one
of the font features.
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Figure 3: Examples of training patterns used in the experiment.
5.2. Details of the Network Structure and Parameter Settings
Figure 4 shows the structures of G and D used in the experiment. Ba-
sically, these networks are the same as DCGAN [27] with the image size
adjusted. For the activation functions of G, we used ReLU except for the
final layer that employed Sigmoid. LeakyReLU was applied to each layer
of D. The algorithm of the gradient descent method and its hyperparame-
ters were determined according to [29]. For weight updating, we used Adam
[39] with the parameters of α = 0.0002, β1 = 0.5, and β2 = 0.99. Batch
normalization was not applied. The number of discriminator iterations per
generator iteration was set as Ndisc = 5 The number of learning iterations
13
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Figure 4: Structures of the generator and the discriminator.
was 2,500. The batch size was set as 1,024.
5.3. Generation Results
Figure 5 shows the generation results; examples of generated fonts with
randomly selected style vectors zs. The results generated by changing char-
acter class vector zc with a fixed style vector zs are aligned horizontally.
The results with different style vectors and a fixed character class vector are
aligned vertically. In each line, the generated letters have a similar font style
consistently over all characters even though they are independently generated
with the same zs. In addition, by changing zs, GlyphGAN generated fonts
with various types of styles such as serif, sans-serif, thickness, roundness, and
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Figure 5: Thirty randomly selected examples from the generated font sets. It should be
emphasized that letters have similar font style consistently over all alphabets (“A” to “Z”),
although they are generated independently but with the same zs.
size, even including a font made of outlines.
Figure 6 shows the letter “A” generated with a continuously changing zs.
In this result, 128 points were randomly selected from the zs space. The vec-
tor zs was then moved along eight points that linearly interpolated every two
points out of the 128 points. The style of generated font smoothly changed
according to the move of style vector zs, demonstrating the possibility of fine
control of generated styles. This result shows the capability of generating an
intermediate font between the existing two fonts.
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Figure 6: Generated results with a continuously changing zs for the letter “A”
5.4. Legibility Evaluation
To evaluate the legibility of the generated fonts, a recognition experiment
was performed using a multi-font character recognition CNN. Legibility is
indispensable in font generation and is also one of the important indicators
in this research.
Figure 7 shows the structure of the multi-font character recognition CNN
used in this experiment. This CNN consisted of four convolutional layers and
a fully-connected layer. ReLU was employed as an activation function after
each layer. In addition, batch normalization and dropout were applied after
the fully-connected layer.
We confirmed the basic ability of this CNN for character recognition using
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Figure 7: Structure of the multi-font character recognition CNN used in the legibility
evaluation.
Table 1: Results of character recognition for legibility evaluation.
Method Accuracy [%]
DCGAN 3.90
WGAN-Clipping 32.92
GlyphGAN (ours) 83.90
existing fonts. By dividing 6,561 fonts of 26 alphabet capital letters into the
training and testing sets with the ratio of 9:1, the CNN was trained to classify
26 letters. As a result, the training accuracy and testing accuracy were 98.27
% and 93.26 %, respectively.
In the evaluation, we generated 10,000 fonts with 26 uppercase letters
using GlyphGAN. For comparison, we replaced the value function for the
learning of GlyphGAN with those of DCGAN [27] and WGAN-Clipping [28],
and generated 10,000 fonts for each comparative method.
Figure 8 shows examples of the comparative methods. Table 1 shows the
results of the character recognition. Compared with DCGAN and WGAN-
Clipping, the recognition accuracy for the generated fonts by GlyphGAN was
higher, thereby showing the effectiveness of learning GlyphGAN for improv-
ing the legibility of the generated fonts.
5.5. Diversity Evaluation
In this evaluation, we validated whether the generated font set had di-
versity, that is, the generated fonts were different from the training patterns.
The generated fonts are sometimes similar to the font used as a training pat-
tern. In a sense, it is reasonable to have similar fonts because the goal of
GANs is to reproduce the training patterns. On the other hand, there can
17
(a) DCGAN
(b) WGAN Clipping
Figure 8: Generated fonts using different learning algorithms
be unknown patterns that are not seen in the training patterns if GlyphGAN
can estimate the mapping from the distribution of zs onto the manifold that
is constructed by the training patterns.
Figure 9 shows an outline of the analysis method used in this evaluation.
We analyzed the tendency of the generated patterns by measuring the dis-
tance between the generated patterns and training patterns. Using 10,000
× 26 generated patterns which are the same as in the legibility evaluation,
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Figure 9: Outline of the measurement method of the distance between generated and
training patterns. The distance between each generated and training pattern is calculated
based on the pseudo-Hamming distance. The training pattern nearest to the generated
pattern is surrounded by a blue dotted circle. The distance between generated patterns
and the nearest training patterns is defined as an average of the minimum distances over
all the character classes. The red circles indicate the most similar font, which is an existing
font to which the minimum distance is most frequently assigned.
we calculated the minimum value among pseudo-Hamming distances [17]
between each generated pattern and training patterns in the corresponding
character class. We then define the distance between the generated patterns
and the nearest training patterns for each style as the average of the minimum
values over all of the character classes. We also defined the most similar font
as an existing font to which the minimum value was most frequently assigned.
Figure 10 shows a histogram of the distances between generated patterns
and the nearest training patterns. The minimum and maximum distances
were 40.30 and 2942.86 (0.98 % and 71.84 % of the total pixel number),
respectively. In addition, the generated patterns with a distance of less than
500 accounted for 87.51 %.
Figure 11 shows examples of the generated patterns and the most similar
font in the training patterns. In the examples with small distances such as in
Fig. 11(a), fonts that look similar to the training pattern are observed. On
the other hand, in the examples with large distances, the generated patterns
are greatly different from the training patterns. These examples can be
regarded as styles not seen in the training patterns. Although such patterns
are relatively few (the ratio of samples with a distance greater than 500 is
about 10 % of the total), the font set generated by the proposed method has
19
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Figure 10: Histogram of distances between generated patterns and the nearest training
patterns calculated based on the pseudo-Hamming distance. The points indicated by the
arrows correspond to subfigures in Figure 11.
diversity different from the training patterns.
5.6. Effect of Training Data Shortage on Style Consistency
We explore the effect of a training data shortage on style consistency.
From original 6,561 fonts, we gradually decreased the number of fonts in
the training dataset as 1,000, 100, 10 by randomly selecting fonts from the
original font set. After training GlyphGAN with each selected font set, we
quantitatively evaluated the style consistency of the generated font images.
For quantitative evaluation, we defined the metric of style consistency by
Cs =
1
NC
N∑
n=1
1
d¯n
C∑
c=1
(dn,c − d¯n)2, (5)
where N is the number of generated images (we used N = 10, 000 in this
experiment), C is the number of character classes, i.e., C = 26, dn,c is the
distance between the generated font and the nearest real font used in Section
5.5, and d¯n is the average of dn,c over c. The metric Cs is the averaged
coefficient of variation of dn,c, and represents an intra-style variation of the
generated font images. The lower Cs is, the higher style consistency is.
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Figure 11: Comparison of generated patterns and the most similar font in the training
patterns. In each subfigure, the top shows generated ones and the bottom shows training
ones.
As an example of the generated fonts with a limited training font set, gen-
erated results with the training dataset having only 10 fonts are presented in
Figure 12. Compared with the result in Fig. 5, style consistency is not main-
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Figure 12: Generated results with the training dataset having only 10 fonts.
Table 2: Effect of the number of training fonts on style consistency.
Number of training fonts Cs
10 1.12
100 0.51
1000 0.47
6561 0.46
tained. Table 2 shows the relationships between the number of training font
and the metric for style consistency Cs. The metric Cs increases according
to the decrease in the number of training fonts. These results suggest that a
sufficient number of styles is required for the training data to guarantee style
consistency.
5.7. Quantitative Comparison with the Existing Method
We conducted a quantitative comparison with deep-fonts [5, 6]. Deep-
fonts is a neural network-based generative model for font images. As with
GlyphGAN, deep-fonts takes the concatenated vector of a random vector
representing a style and a one-hot vector representing a character class as
input and outputs a font image. The main differences of deep-fonts from
GlyphGAN are as follows:
• Network structure: A multilayer perceptron-based network is employed
instead of a CNN.
• Loss function: Generated font images are evaluated by L1 loss between
the generated and real font images instead of using a discriminator.
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Figure 13: Generated results using deep-fonts.
Table 3: Quantitative comparison with Deep-fonts.
Recognition accuracy [%] Cs Cd
Method (Legibility) (Style consistency) (Diversity)
Deep-fonts 72.51 0.47 0.33
GlyphGAN 83.90 0.46 0.61
Figure 13 shows the example font images generated by deep-fonts. It
seems that the generated fonts are legible, and have style consistency and
diversity to some extent. However, there are some collapsed fonts such as
third and eighth rows.
We compared the qualities of the generated fonts by GlyphGAN and deep-
fonts in terms of legibility, style consistency, and diversity. As the metrics
for legibility and style consistency, we employed recognition accuracy and
Cs used in Sections 5.4 and 5.6, respectively. Furthermore, We defined the
metric of diversity as follows:
Cd =
1
2Q2
(Q3 −Q1), (6)
where Q1 and Q3 are the first and third quartiles of {d¯n}Nn=1, and Q2 is
a median. This metric intuitively represents the coefficient of deviation of
Figure 10. Since there are some outliers due to collapsed generated images,
we used quartile deviation instead of standard deviation.
The results of the quantitative comparison are shown in Table 3. In
particular, GlyphGAN showed better legibility than deep-fonts. This is be-
cause deep-fonts occasionally generates collapsed and illegible font images.
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Introducing the GAN framework allowed the generator to estimate a smooth
font manifold, thereby improving the style consistency and diversity of the
generated fonts.
6. Discussion
Difference from existing GANs: As stated in the Related Work section,
various GAN derivations have been proposed. The most similar types are
GANs that can control the output such as the conditional GAN [30]. The
main structural differences from such GANs are that the character class
information is provided only to the generator’s input, and that the sampling
from the real data distribution is associated with the character class. The
procedure intrinsically makes GlyphGAN learn the conditional distribution
of the target image given the class information.
Legibility: In the legibility evaluation, we showed the learning method
employed in the GlyphGAN is effective in improving the legibility of the
generated fonts. Compared with GlyphGAN, DCGAN-based and WGAN-
Clipping-based learning led to the collapse of the generated fonts. In the
results where the DCGAN was used as the learning framework shown in Fig.
8(a), almost the same patterns were generated even if different character
class vectors were given. This is because of the phenomenon called mode
collapse in which the output is biased to a specific pattern. In Fig. 8(b), al-
though WGAN-Clipping-based method generated fonts more efficiently than
the DCGAN-based method, there were only a few patterns that could be
recognized as letters. One possible explanation is that the WGAN-Clipping-
based method could not represent the complexity of the data manifold owing
to its approximated learning.
Style consistency: Even though GlyphGAN employs unsupervised train-
ing in terms of style information, the generated fonts have a consistent style
for all of the characters. However, this property is guaranteed by having a
sufficient number of styles in the training data. If we use a training dataset
that includes a few styles, the generated font does not guarantee style con-
sistency, as shown in Fig. 12 and Table 2. This is because a large number of
training data are required to learn the manifold of font styles.
Limitations: This study includes some limitations. First, the dataset
used in the experiment contains only alphabet letters. Font sets from differ-
ent languages such as Chinese and Japanese can contain a larger number of
characters than the alphabet; thus, expansion of the character class vector
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is required. Second, the legibility is not perfect. Although GlyphGAN im-
proved the legibility as shown in Table 1, there still exists a 10 % gap in the
recognition accuracy between the generated fonts and existing fonts. The
increase in the number of training data is one of the solutions for filling this
gap. Finally, explicit style control is not performed. It is not obvious what
type of zs to use for the generation of a specific font style. In this study,
we obtained a latent space composed by zs. Clarification of the relationship
between the font design and the latent space using another framework will
lead to explicit style control.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed GlyphGAN a style-consistent font generation
based on generative adversarial networks (GANs). In GlyphGAN, the input
vector for the generator network consists of a character class vector and style
vector, thereby allowing font generation with style consistency. In the font
generation experiment, we showed that the learning method employed in
the proposed method improved the legibility of the generated fonts. The
experimental results also showed that the generated font set had diversity
different from the training patterns.
In future work, we will review the GAN structure to improve the quality
of the generated font. Since many derivatives of GANs are still proposed
even today, a better structure that enables more realistic generation can be
found. Analysis of internal representations including the latent space will
be conducted to understand the generation process. Generation of multiple
characters will also be investigated. Finally, we plan to use vector images
that have contour control points instead of bitmap images. This trial will
lead to more practical font design without the limitation of resolution.
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